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Regulatory document 
regarding Uppsala Union of 
Engineering and Science 

students’ event, Puzzle Hunt 
Rally 2021 

Ch 1. Introductory regulations  
§1. It is every participant’s responsibility to know and follow the rules of the Puzzle Hunt 
Rally. This regulatory document applies during the entire event and on every location that is 
included in the event. 

§2. Breaking any rule of this document may lead to a participant/team being dismissed or 
suspended. Ignorance of this document is not accepted as a valid argument to avoid possible 
dismissal or suspension. Dismissal of a participant applies until the Puzzle Hunt Committee 
consider it being safe to return to the event.  

§3. Should any disease, discomfort, suspension, or unforeseen external circumstance outside of 
the Puzzle Hunt Committee´s control, prevent or affect the completion of the event, participation 
fee’s, lunch tickets or other expenses will not be refunded. See Force Majeure below.  

§4. Breach against Swedish law will be police reported. 

§5. Every participant must follow the instructions given by the Puzzle Hunt Committee, or by 
said committee appointed volunteers, during the entire event. The Puzzle Hunt Committee have 
the final say in all matters related to the event.    

 

Force Majeure 
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The Puzzle Hunt Committee is released from liability regarding completion of the entire or parts 
of the event at unforeseen circumstances outside of the Puzzle Hunt Committee´s control that 
prevents or affects the event. Circumstances can be accidents, fire, thunderstorms, pandemics, 
explosions, war, enhanced crisis preparedness, riots, natural disasters, invasions from outer 
space, zombie outbreaks and such. 

Definitions 
§6. By event, Uppsala Union of Engineering and Science students’ Puzzle Hunt Rally is 
considered.  

§7. By Puzzle Hunt Committee, Uppsala Union of Engineering and Science students’ Puzzle 
Hunt Rally committee is considered.   

§8. By UTN, Uppsala Union of Engineering and Science students is considered.   

§9. By Participant and Team, one or more persons that takes part in a registered team in 
the Puzzle Hunt Rally is considered.  

 

Ch 2. Safety and cheating 
§1. During the event, all participants must treat each other, volunteers and the Puzzle Hunt 
Committee with respect and shown consideration. 

§2. Careless behavior that puts one’s own or others’ safety in danger will lead to immediate 
suspension. 

§3. It is the team’s responsibility to ensure that team members who are not able to take 
care of themselves, are safely taken care of. 

§4. A team’s outfits or behavior that can be considered offensive by others are strictly forbidden. 
The Puzzle Hunt Committee reserves its right to determine whether such might lead to 
dismissal or suspension from the event.  

§5. At reasonable suspicion of cheating, The Puzzle Hunt Committee reserves its right to dismiss 
or suspend a team.  

Ch 3. Use of vehicles 
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§1. Only vehicles that require and are included in the B-körkort are allowed to be used. 

§2. Vehicles must not be operated by a person who cannot operate it safely due to disease, 
exhaustion, intoxication, other stimulating or anaesthetizing substances, or other reasons 
that may affect the safety of the vehicle.  

§3. Participants in the vehicle must behave in such way that the driver can carry the vehicle safely 
and legally. The driver is allowed to dismiss a participant from its vehicle if the driver considers 
them a liability to the safe operation of the vehicle. 

 

Ch 4. Locations and equipment 
§1. Participants are responsible for own brought property at the event. UTN or the Puzzle Hunt 
Committee are not responsible for lost or damaged property.  

§2. UTN or the Puzzle Hunt Committee are not responsible for damage on vehicles or 
participants during the event or in relation to the event. 

§3. It is the collective responsibility of all participants to leave the locations visited during the 
event in the same, or better condition, as before.  

§4. Participants are expected to prevent property damage on the locations visited during the 
event, to the best of their abilities. If said damages would occur due to carelessness, the 
participant may be held liable for compensation. 

§5. For everyone’s comfort, garbage must be disposed in intended containers. This applies to all 
locations included in the event.  

 

Ch 5. Covid-19 
§1. Should a participant have any symptom of Covid-19, they are not allowed to participate in the 
event. Participant fee and lunch tickets will not be refunded.  
§2. Keep a reasonable distance to other teams during the event and always follow the Puzzle 
Hunt Committee´s instructions.  

§3. The Puzzle Hunt Committee holds no responsibility for possible spread of covid-19 during the 
event.  
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§4. During the event, all participants must follow current recommendations from the 
Swedish Public Health Agency.  

Signing 
The Regulatory document must be printed and signed by all participants in the team and be 
handed in to the secretariat at the starting area on the 25th of September.  
 

Start number and team name:  

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

City and date: 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

Signatures: 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

 


